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Allan and Leeanne Edwards are expecting a baby in July. They met at summer camp, but he
was a "raging fundamentalist nerd" at the time and they didn't get together until years later.
Courtesy Allan and Leeanne Edwards

In The Sunday Conversation, Weekend Edition Sunday brings listeners an
unexpected side of the news by talking with someone personally affected by the
stories making headlines.
Allan Edwards is the pastor of Kiski Valley Presbyterian Church in western
Pennsylvania, a congregation of the Presbyterian Church in America. He's attracted to

men, but he considers acting on that attraction a sin. Accordingly, Edwards has chosen
not to act on it.
"I think we all have part of our desires that we choose not to act on, right?" he says.
"So for me, it's not just that the religion was important to me, but communion with a
God who loves me, who accepts me right where I am."
Where he is now is married. He and his wife, Leanne Edwards, are joyfully expecting a
baby in July.
But let's start earlier, in the mid'90s, when Allan was in high school, when he found
himself thinking about boys more than girls. "It was a pretty immediate realization
that it was in conflict with my faith," he says.
He didn't understand how he could resolve his feelings, he says, and had little support
from his friends. "I didn't know anyone else who experienced samesex attractions, so
I didn't talk about it much at all," Allan says.
But at a small, Christian liberal arts college, he did start talking.
"My expectation was, if I started talking to other guys about this, I'm going to get
ostracized and lambasted," Allan says. "I actually had the exact opposite experience. ...
I actually was received with a lot of love, grace, charity: some confusion, but openness
to dialogue."
Allan considered following a Christian denomination that accepts gay relationships,
but his interpretation of the Bible wouldn't allow it, he says.

“

"İ țħįňķ İ mǻđě čǿňșčįǿųș čħǿįčěș ǻŀǿňģ țħě ẅǻỳ țǿ șǻỳ țħįș įș
șǿměțħįňģ İ ěxpěřįěňčě, bųț țħįș įșň'ț țħě țħįňģ țħǻț đěfįňěș
ẅħǿ İ ǻm pěřșǿňǻŀŀỳ."
Allan Edwards

"I studied different methods of reading the Scripture and it all came down to this:
Jesus accepts the rest of the Scripture as divined from God," he says. "So if Jesus is
who he says he is, then we kind of have to believe what he believes."
Allan first met Leeanne when they both worked as teenagers at a Christian summer
camp. "I always joke with her that she was one of the cool kids and I was a raging
fundamentalist nerd," he says.
They didn't click at the time, but in 2006 they both applied for the camp director job,
and Leeanne got it. When she was ready to leave the position, he took her to lunch to
scope out the job.
"We got off talking about the job and started talking about our experience of the last
couple years," Allan recalls. "I don't want to be gushy or romantic, but I just melted
inside, and thought, this is someone who understands graciousness. This is someone
who understands acceptance, and this is someone I want to spend as much time with
as possible."
He was drawn to her heart and soul, he explains. "Out of that was birthed our intimate
relationship."
Leeanne says she knew Allan struggled against a sexual attraction to men. "I wondered
if he was going to be able to put something like that behind him, or if it was going to be
something that would affect our relationship," she says.
But the way they see it, people in any marriage must work to resist attractions from
outside the relationship, whether from the same or the opposite gender.
"There's always going to be situations where a partner is sexually attracted to someone
else and isn't necessarily dealing with sexual attraction with their partner," Leeanne
says.
"Everybody has this experience of wanting something else or beyond what they have,"
Allan says. "Everyone struggles with discontentment. The difference, I think, and the
blessing Leeanne and I have experienced is that we came into our marriage

relationship already knowing and talking about it. And I think that's a really powerful
basis for intimacy."
Allan says he does not identify as gay.
"I think I made conscious choices along the way to say this is something I experience,"
he says, "but this isn't the thing that defines who I am personally."

Ģěț Țħě Șțǿřįěș Țħǻț Ģřǻbběđ Ųș Țħįș Ẅěěķ
Đěŀįvěřěđ țǿ ỳǿųř įňbǿx ěvěřỳ Șųňđǻỳ, țħěșě ǻřě țħě ŇPŘ șțǿřįěș țħǻț ķěěp ųș
șčřǿŀŀįňģ.
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Bỳ șųbșčřįbįňģ, ỳǿų ǻģřěě țǿ ŇPŘ'ș țěřmș ǿf ųșě ǻňđ přįvǻčỳ pǿŀįčỳ.

